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We investigate the stability of conducting and insulating phases in multichannel Luttinger liquids with respect
to embedding a single impurity. We devise a general approach for finding critical exponents of the conductance
in the limits of both weak and strong scattering. In contrast to the one-channel Luttinger liquid, the system state
in certain parametric regions depends on the scattering strength which results in the emergence of a bistability.
Focusing on the two-channel liquid, the method developed here enables us to provide a generic analysis of phase
boundaries governed by the most relevant (i.e., not necessarily single-particle) scattering mechanism. The present
approach is applicable to channels of different nature as in fermion-boson mixtures, or to identical ones as on
the opposite edges of a topological insulator. We show that interaction per se cannot provide protection in the
particular case of topological insulators realized in narrow Hall bars.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.95.205122
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in the study of topological insulators
have led to a wider search for non-Abelian states in condensed
matter systems and brought to life a set of effective theories
describing such exotic states. One of the promising models
capable of catching the essential physics of non-Abelian
quantum Hall states is an anisotropic system consisting of an
array of coupled one-dimensional (1D) wires [1]. This model
was used for the construction of integer [2] and fractional
quantum Hall states [3]. Sliding phases in classical XY
models [4], smectic metals [5], and many other exotic states
are all described by the sliding Luttinger liquid (LL) model [6].
In general, in these and other models of multichannel LL of
translationally invariant (clean) systems, interactions may only
open a gap blocking some degrees of freedom and leading to
new gapless states for the remaining gapless excitations.
This is one of the reasons of focusing our research interest
on a multichannel LL with translational invariance broken by a
single or multiple impurities. Many specific studies of various
two-channel LL with broken translational invariance, like 1D
binary cold-atomic mixtures [7,8], electron-phonon LL [9–11],
or topological insulators with impurity scattering between
opposite edge currents [12,13], have been based on the seminal
renormalization group (RG) analysis [14,15] of the impact of
a single impurity on the conductance of a single-channel LL.
This analysis shows that such an impact is fully governed
by the value of the Luttinger parameter K . At temperatures
T → 0, the LL becomes a complete insulator for any strength
of backscattering from impurities for K < 1 (fermions with
repulsion), or behaves as a translationally invariant LL (i.e.,
becomes an ideal conductor [16]) for K > 1 (bosons with
repulsion or fermions with attraction). All these examples
were special: for chiral currents on the opposite edges of
a topological insulator, the Luttinger parameters were the
same [12,13], while in other examples of the two-channel LL,
there was no intrachannel interaction in one of the channels
(fermions in the binary cold-atomic mixtures or phonons in
the electron-phonon LL) [7–11].
In this paper, we develop a general formalism for the RG
analysis of the impact of a single impurity on the conductance
of a multichannel LL. The results are also applicable to a
disordered multichannel LL at moderate temperatures when
the thermal length is smaller than the mean distance between
impurities—this is the opposite limit to that required for the
Anderson or many-body localization [17]. We show that the
RG dimensions are governed by a real symmetric N × N
“Luttinger” matrix K whose diagonal elements are defined via
the Luttinger parameters and velocities in each channel while
the off-diagonal ones involve the interchannel interaction
strengths.
We apply the formalism to analyze in detail the conductance
of a two-channel LL with arbitrary parameters as well as
easily reproduce known results [12] for scattering between
two opposite edge states in a topological insulator. The LL
can be built, e.g., from the binary cold-atomic mixtures where
the values of the Luttinger parameters in each channel can
be arbitrary. Although the RG flows are governed by K, this
might be not sufficient to define the conducting state of the
LL: it is possible that for the same values of the elements of K,
both the conducting and insulating channels are stable against
embedding the impurity, signaling the existence of an unstable
fixed point with the RG flows in its vicinity governed by the
impurity scattering strength. We also discuss the possibility
of the two- or multi-particle scattering from the impurity
becoming more relevant than a single-particle one in a certain
parametric interval [18]. In this case, there exists a region
of parameters where both insulating and conducting phases
become unstable, indicating the existence of an attractive fixed
point or the possibility to construct different initial channels.
II. MODEL
We consider a generic multichannel Luttinger liquid with
interchannel interactions but only intrachannel scattering from
impurities, focusing on the two standard limits of a weak
scattering (WS) from the impurity or a weak link (WL)
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connecting two clean semi-infinite channels. The conductance
of an ideal single-channel LL is known [16] to be equal to e2/h
independently of the interaction strength parameterized with
the Luttinger parameter K . The RG analysis of the impurity
impact (whether it is WS or WL) on the conductance G
shows [14] that it is fully governed by K: when the temperature
tends to zero, G vanishes for K < 1 or goes over to the ideal
limit, e2/h, for K > 1.
We will show that a phase diagram for the multichannel
LL can be drastically different, with the emergence of a
region where for a given set of Luttinger parameters the
limiting conductance of some or all channels might depend
on the scattering strengths. The pivotal role in determining
the conducting properties of the multichannel LL is played by
the Luttinger matrix K that generalizes K . Its form does not
depend on the scattering so that we start with defining K in the
clean limit.
A. Multichannel Luttinger liquid
The low-energy Hamiltonian of the usual single-channel
LL can be written in the Haldane representation [19] as
ˆH1 = v2π
∫
dx
[
1
K
(∂x ˆθ )2 + K(∂xϕˆ)2
]
, (1)
where v is the velocity, K is the Luttinger parameter,
and the canonically conjugate operators ˆθ and ϕˆ describe
correspondingly the density fluctuations, δnˆ = ∂x ˆθ/π , and
current, ˆj = ∂xϕˆ/π , and obey the commutation relation
[ ˆθ(x),ϕˆ(x ′)] = iπ
2
sgn(x − x ′). (2)
The corresponding Lagrangian density L1 can be written in
matrix notations as
L1 = 12π (θ, ϕ)
[
τ1 ∂t +
(
vK−1 0
0 vK
)
∂x
]
∂x
(
θ
ϕ
)
, (3)
where τ1 is the Pauli matrix and θ and ϕ are the bosonic fields
corresponding to the operators ˆθ and ϕˆ.
The Lagrangian density of the N -channel LL with channels
coupled only by interactions can be represented in a similar
way as
L = 1
2π
(θT,ϕT)
[
τ1 ∂t +
(
Vθ 0
0 Vϕ
)
∂x
]
∂x
(
θ
ϕ
)
, (4)
where the density fluctuations and currents in each channel are
combined to form the vectors
θT = (θ1, θ2, . . . ,θN ) ; ϕT = (ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . ,ϕN ). (5)
The cross-terms ∝ ∂xϕT · ∂xθ , are absent since they would
break inversion symmetry. The diagonal elements of the
real symmetric density-density and current-current interaction
matrices, Vθ and Vϕ ,
V iiθ =
vi
Ki
, V iiϕ = vi Ki, (6)
account for intrachannel interactions. They are parameterized
by the (renormalized) velocities, vi , and the Luttinger param-
eters, Ki , in each channel. The interchannel interactions are
accounted for by the off-diagonal matrix elements V ijθ and V
ij
ϕ
of Vθ and Vϕ .
Sometimes it is convenient to represent the Lagrangian in
terms of the fields ϕR,L of chiral left and right movers, which
are related to θ and ϕ by the standard rotation
θ = 12 (ϕR − ϕL), ϕ = 12 (ϕR + ϕL). (7)
Generalizing the usual g-ology notations, we denote the i–j
channel interactions of the density components of the same
chirality as V ij4 ∝ g˜ij4 , and of the opposite chirality as V ij2 ∝
g˜
ij
2 . The rotation (7) leads to the relation V ijθ,ϕ ∝ g˜ij4 ± g˜ij2
which will be useful later on.
To diagonalize the Lagrangian, (4), we first transform the
fields θ and ϕ as follows:
θ = M θ˜ , ϕ = (MT)−1 ϕ˜, (8)
so that the commutation relations similar to those in (2) be-
tween the different components of the corresponding operators
are preserved (similar approach was used in Ref. [20]). Then
it is convenient [11] to choose the matrix M in such a way that
the two interaction matrices are reduced to the same diagonal
velocity matrix u = diag(u1, . . . ,uN ):
MTVθM = M−1Vϕ(MT)−1 = u. (9)
Introducing the matrix K ≡ MMT, we rewrite this transforma-
tion as follows:
K Vθ K = Vϕ = MuMT. (10)
The representation of form B = KAK exists for any two
positive-definite real symmetric matrices A ≡ {aij } and B ≡
{bij }. In particular, for 2 × 2 matrices, K is expressed via
matrix elements of A and B and κ ≡ det K =
√
det B/ det A
as follows [21]:
K =
√
κ
ac − b2
(
a b
b c
)
,
⎧⎨⎩a = b11 + κa22b = b12 − κa12
c = b22 + κa11
. (11)
The Lagrangian density in terms of the new fields, Eq. (8),
is given by
L = 1
2π
(˜θ T, ϕ˜T)(τ1 ∂t + τ0u ∂x)∂x
(
θ˜
ϕ˜
)
, (12)
where τ0 is the block-diagonal unit matrix in the θ˜–ϕ˜ space
and u is the velocity vector, see Eq. (9). This can be finally
diagonalized by rotating to the chiral fields, introduced similar
to (7), resulting in the Lagrangian density
L =
∑
η=±1
η
4π
ϕ˜Tη∂η∂x ϕ˜η, ∂η ≡ ∂t + ηu∂x, (13)
where η = ±1 labels the fields of the right and left movers.
As we consider a local impurity that leads to intrachannel
backscattering within the original channels, we will need
the correlation functions of the original fields ϕ and θ to
describe its impact. To find them, we start in Sec. III with
the straightforward correlations of ϕ˜ and θ˜ governed by the
multichannel LL Lagrangian in diagonal form (13) and use (8)
to transform back to the original fields. Then we will show
that it is the matrix K (10), rather than the diagonalizing
matrix M, that governs the RG flows for the conductance of
the multichannel LL in the presence of the local impurity.
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B. Intrachannel scattering
The RG analysis [14] of the impact of a local impurity
embedded into a single-channel LL was actually the analysis
of stability of the initially continuous channel (which has ideal
conductance e2/h [16] for any value of K) against embedding
a weak scatterer, and of the stability of the initially split (and
thus insulating) channel against connecting its two parts by a
weak link.
In what follows, we represent initially continuous or split
channels of the multichannel LL by boundary conditions for θ
and ϕ at the point x = 0 where a WS or WL will be inserted.
To treat both the insulating and conducting limits on equal
footing, we parametrize the boundary conditions in terms of
the jumps at x = 0, 
θ (t) ≡ θ (+0,t) − θ (−0,t), and 
ϕ(t) ≡
ϕ(+0,t) − ϕ(−0,t), as follows:

θ (t) = 0, 
ϕ(t) = −2ξ θ (0,t). (14)
Here, the limit ξ → 0 represents a continuous channel and
ξ → ∞ represents a split channel for which there is no
current across the split so that θ vanishes on both its sides,
while the values ϕ(+0) and ϕ(−0) are mutually independent.
The RG analysis [14] shows that the continuous channel
is stable against embedding a WS, Lws ∼
∑
n v
bs
n e
2inθ
, for
K > 1, while the split one is stable against embedding a WL,
Lwl ∼
∑
n v
tun
n e
in
ϕ
, for K < 1.
The boundary conditions, (14), are generalized for the
multichannel case as

θ (t) = 0, 
ϕ(t) = −2 θ (0,t), (15)
where  ≡ diag(ξ1,ξ2, . . . ,ξN ). In the final answers we shall
take the physical limit (denoted below as limξ ) in which ξi → 0
for all the continuous channels and ξj → ∞ for all the split
channels.
Our aim is to analyze the RG stability of the boundary
conditions in (15) with respect to inserting a WS (at x = 0) into
each continuous channel (where ξi → 0), or inserting a WL
into each split channel (ξj → ∞). We assume that neither WS
nor WL leads to interchannel scattering. This assumption en-
compasses most relevant cases of carriers with different spins
(e.g., helical channels in topological insulators), or different
species (e.g., fermion-boson mixtures), or spatially separated
edge currents. Under this assumption, the Lagrangian density
of the corresponding local perturbation can be written in a
uniform way as
Lsc =
∑
n
vnbs,ntun e
2inTbsθ(t)+inTtun
ϕ(t) + c.c. (16)
Here, vnbs,ntun is an amplitude of backscattering in continuous
channels or tunneling through split channels with multiplicity
of each process characterized by vectors nbs and ntun, respec-
tively, where the former has integer components in continuous
and zero in split channels, while the latter integer in split and
zero in continuous channels.
It is convenient to reformulate the boundary conditions (15)
in terms of the “in” and “out” chiral fields connected by an S
matrix, out = S in:
out(t) =
(
ϕR(+0,t)
ϕL(−0,t)
)
,  in(t) =
(
ϕL(+0,t)
ϕR(−0,t)
)
, (17)
where ϕR,L ≡ ϕ ± θ , and the S matrix is given by
S =
(
R T
T R
)
, T = 1 − R = (1 + )−1, (18)
with R and T being diagonal matrices made of reflection and
transmission coefficients in each channel. In the physical limit,
limξR = Pc, limξT = Pi, (19)
where Pc(i) is the projector onto the subspaces of continuous
(split) channels, i.e., the diagonal matrix whose elements equal
1 for the conducting and 0 for the insulating channels (or vice
versa).
The scattering and tunneling multiplicity vectors in (16)
can be formally represented via these projectors as nbs = Pcn
and ntun = Pin with n being a generic vector with N integer
components, n = (n1,n2, . . . ,nN )T. The integers in n can be
of any sign reflecting the fact that directions of backscattering
(or tunneling) in continuous (or split) channels can be opposite
in different channels. In the following section we will use the
model formulated here for an RG analysis of the impact of
the intrachannel local perturbation, (16), on the conductance
of the multichannel LL.
III. SCALING DIMENSIONS FOR SCATTERING
AMPLITUDES
The RG analysis of the impact of the scattering term (16)
requires the correlation functions of the fields with the action
defined by the Lagrangian density of Eq. (4). Since the
interchannel interaction mixes the original channels, it is worth
starting with the correlations in terms of the new fields, see
Eq. (8), in which the Lagrangian of interacting multichannel
LL is diagonal. To this end, we rewrite the boundary conditions
of (15) in terms of these fields:

θ˜ (t) = 0, 
ϕ˜(t) = −2˜ θ˜(0), ˜ = MTM. (20)
This can be rewritten as in (17) via the chiral fields, ϕ˜R,L ≡
ϕ˜ ± θ˜ , as
˜out = S˜ ˜ in, S˜ =
(
R˜ T˜
T˜ R˜
)
, (21)
where nondiagonal reflection and transmission matrices are
related to ˜ by T˜ = 1 − R˜ = (1 + ˜)−1, and ˜out and ˜ in to
ϕ˜R,L(±0) as the original fields in (17).
The correlation functions of the fields ϕ˜ and θ˜ with the
Lagrangian density of (12) can be easily found using its
diagonal form, see Eq. (13). Incorporating the above boundary
conditions results in the following correlations of the local
fields [11,22]:
〈2˜θ (t) ⊗ 2˜θT(t ′)〉 = −2 T˜ ,
(22)
〈
ϕ˜(t) ⊗ 
ϕ˜T(t ′)〉 = −2 R˜ ,
where  ≡ ln(t − t ′). The correlation functions of the original
fields θ and ϕ are obtained from the field transformation (8)
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as follows:
− 12 〈2θ (t) ⊗ 2θT(t ′)〉 = MT˜MT = [K−1 + ]−1; (23a)
− 12 〈
ϕ(t) ⊗ 
ϕT(t ′)〉 = (MT)−1R˜M−1 = [K + −1]−1.
(23b)
Taking the physical limit described after (15) eliminates
in (23a) rows and columns corresponding to the continuous
channels, and in (23b) rows and columns corresponding to
the split channels. The fact that the correlation functions are
governed only by matrix K justifies referring to it as the
Luttinger matrix.
The RG flow of each amplitude vnbs,ntun describing different
configurations of continuous and split channels in (16) is
defined by its scaling dimension, 
conf . Using the correlation
functions of (23) to generalize the RG analysis [14] for the
multichannel LL, we find these dimensions as follows (see
Appendix A for details):

conf = nT[PiKPi + PcK−1Pc]−1n. (24)
The RG dimension 
conf is fully governed by the Luttinger
matrix K (10). Thus its role in defining the RG flows is similar
to that of the Luttinger parameter K for the single-channel LL.
Any channel configuration, specified via the projectors of (19),
remains stable against embedding the local impurity, (16), as
long as 
conf > 1. Obviously, Ki = 1 does no longer separate
the conducting and insulating state of the ith channel. More
interesting is that, generically, there exist regions in the phase
diagram where both the conducting and insulating boundary
conditions are either simultaneously stable or simultaneously
unstable, as we detail in the following section for the two-
channel LL. In the former case, a phase coexistence emerges
where the parameters of the unperturbed Lagrangian (4) does
not determine the conducting state of the system: there should
exist an unstable fixed point with the RG flows in its vicinity
depending on the scattering strength of the perturbation (16).
In the latter case, when neither zero nor ideal conductance is
stable, it may flow to an intermediate value smaller than e2/h,
although there is no technique, short of an exact solution, to
determine this value.
IV. TWO-CHANNEL LIQUID
Here we consider a two-channel LL implying that each
channel has both right- and left-moving particles. In the
absence of the interchannel interaction, such a two-channel
LL has three distinct conducting configurations, as each of
the two channels can be either conducting (labeled as “c”) or
insulating (labeled as “i”). We analyze their RG stability with
the interaction switched on. The RG dimension in (24) is fully
governed by the three independent elements of the Luttinger
matrix K that can be deduced from (4)–(11). We start with
some generic analysis in terms of the matrix elements of K, and
express these elements via the parameters of the Lagrangian
in the subsequent section.
A. Generic analysis
The boundaries between different phases are governed by
the stability conditions 
conf > 1, where the RG dimension

conf is given by (25), that must be satisfied for all the
scattering processes (i.e., for n1,2 = 0, ± 1, ± 2, . . . ). In this
section we derive the parametric requirements for one- and
two-particle scatterings to dominate [18]. For clarity, we
explicitly rewrite the stability conditions for all the two-
channel configurations. We remind that in the absence of the
interchannel interaction the channels with Ki > 1 (Kj < 1)
remain continuous (split) for any scattering strength.
cc: both channels are initially continuous. In this case, the
projectors in (24) are Pc = diag(1,1) and Pi = 0, so that the
configuration is stable when

cc = n21K11 + 2n1n2K12 + n22K22 > 1. (25a)
ii: the channels are initially split, Pi = diag(1,1) and Pc =
0, so that the RG dimension is given by 
ii = n21(K−1)11 +
2n1n2(K−1)12 + n22(K−1)22; expressing the elements of the
inverse Luttinger matrix in terms of κ ≡ det K > 0, we write
the stability condition for this configuration as
κ
ii = n21K22 − 2n1n2K12 + n22K11 > κ. (25b)
ic: the first channel is initially continuous while the second
is split, Pi = diag(1,0) and Pc = diag(0,1); the configuration
is stable when

ic = n
2
1
K11
+ κn
2
2
K11
> 1. (25c)
ci: here Pi = diag(0,1) and Pc = diag(1,0) so that the
stability condition is obtained by interchanging 1  2 in the
right-hand side (r.h.s.) of (25c):

ci = n
2
2
K22
+ κn
2
1
K22
> 1. (25d)
We will show in the next section that K12 is proportional
to the interchannel interaction strength. In its absence, when
K12 = 0, K11 = K1, and K22 = K2, the following statements
hold: (i) the one-particle scattering is most relevant as the
scaling dimensions in each channel are mutually independent
and (ii) there is an obvious duality [14] between WS and WL
as 
c = K and 
i = 1/K so that one (and only one) of the
insulating or conducting phase is necessarily unstable.
None of these statements remains necessarily valid in the
presence of the interchannel interaction. We will show that
the conditions in (25a) and (25b) can be simultaneously held
in a certain parametric region, indicating the existence of
an unstable critical point with RG flows being dependent
on the scattering strength. Furthermore, for a sufficiently
strong interchannel interaction, a multiple scattering becomes
more RG relevant than the one-particle scattering resulting
in the conditions in (25a) and (25b) being simultaneously
broken [18].
Before illustrating this, let us consider a straightforward
case of no scattering in the conducting channel 2, n2 ≡ 0.
This might happen when the channels are totally independent,
e.g., they are spatially remote or have different physical
nature, like in the electron-phonon LL [9–11]. In this case,
channel 2 remains conducting whereas one-particle scattering
is dominant in channel 1, so that isolated channels are either
in the cc (for K1 > 1) or the ic (for K1 < 1) configuration.
The interchannel interaction shifts the boundary between the
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conducting and insulating behavior to K11 = 1, which now
depends on the characteristics of both channels. However, as

cc = K11 and 
ic = 1/K11, the duality condition, 
cc
ic =
1, still holds.
When scattering is possible in both channels, a more
complicated picture emerges. To analyze which scattering
configuration is RG dominant, we represent K as a Gram matrix
built of two vectors, {Kij } = gi · gj , where |gi | =
√
Kii ,
while the angle γ = ĝ1 g2 is given by
cos γ = K12√
K11K22
. (26)
Such a representation is possible when the interchannel
interaction is not too strong: for K12 
√
K11K22 one enters
the region of the Wentzel-Bardeen instability [21] where the
channels should be totally restructured. In the subsequent
analysis, we will stay clear of this region. In this representation,

cc = G2, where G = n1 g1 + n2 g2, and a similar expression
holds for 
ii in terms of the inverse Luttinger matrix. Then
the problem of finding a configuration corresponding to the
most RG relevant scattering (which has the smallest 
conf)
is reduced to that of finding the shortest vector on a 2D
lattice spanned by g1 and g2. In general, this shortest vector
problem (SVP) does not have an analytic solution and is known
to be computationally hard [23]. It is, however, possible to
formulate the parametric conditions for which one-particle
scattering, n1 = 1, n2 = 0 or n1 = 0, n2 = 1, dominates the
RG flows [18]. It is shown in Appendix B that the sufficient
condition for one-particle scattering to dominate is
K12 <
1
2 min{K11,K22} ⇔ | cos γ | < 12 . (27)
As K12 is proportional to the interchannel interaction strength,
the above inequality holds when this interaction is sufficiently
small.
To determine the boundaries between nontrivial phases in
this case, we substitute |n1| = 1, n2 = 0 or n1 = 0, |n2| = 1
into the stability conditions of (25). Expressing κ ≡ det K in
terms of γ as κ = K11K22 sin2 γ , we represent these conditions
(with s0 ≡ 1/sin2 γ ) as
K11,K22 > 1 (cc); K11,K22 < s0 (ii);
K11 < 1,K22 > s0 (ic); K22 < 1,K11 > s0 (ci).
(28)
Since s0 > 1, the boundaries of the cc and ii phases inevitably
overlap, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a): inside the central square, i.e.,
for 1 < K11,K22 < 1/ sin2 γ , the phase where both channels
are conducting is stable against weak scattering while the phase
where both are insulating is stable against weak tunneling. As
the elements of K are the same for both phases, they can be
only distinguished by the impurity scattering strength implicit
in (16). Therefore a new unstable fixed point characterized by
some critical value of scattering should exist for any given K.
Such a scattering-dependent fixed point describes a transition
between insulating and conducting phases simultaneous for
both channels. Any transition between the c and i phases
that happens only in one of the channels is fully defined
by the parameters of the Lagrangian in (4) independently of
the scattering strength. This is illustrated by the solid phase
boundaries between ii and ic phases, etc., in Fig. 1.
When the inequality in (27) fails with increasing K12, see
Eq. (26), which characterizes the interchannel interaction,
the one-particle scattering still dominates in certain parts of
the phase diagram; the appropriate necessary conditions are
derived in Appendix B. However, many-particle (first of all,
two-particle) scattering starts to change the phase diagram.
Note that the change affects only the cc and ii phases while the
stability of the ic or ci phases is unaffected by the many-particle
scattering, as seen from Eqs. (25c) and (25d).
We consider the most relevant case [18] of the stability
conditions, Eqs. (25a) and (25b), broken by the two-particle
scattering. Substituting |n1,2| = 1 into (25a) and (25b), we find
the two-particle instability conditions as follows:
K11 ± 2
√
K11K22 cos γ + K22 < 1; (cc)
K11 ± 2
√
K11K22 cos γ + K22 < K11K22 sin2 γ. (ii)
(29)
When | cos γ | > 12 (i.e., s0 > 43 ), both these inequalities hold
inside the parametric region of (28), where the ii and cc phases
are stable with respect to the one-particle scattering (a similar
observation was made in the paper [24] where the authors
investigated arbitrary scattering strength but weak electron-
electron interaction.). Thus going beyond the one-particle
stability condition, Eq. (27), results in a more complicated
form of the region of the phase coexistence as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1(b). There, the yellow square, which
corresponds to the region of simultaneous stability of the ii and
cc phases with respect to the one-particle scattering, increases;
however, both these phases become unstable with respect to
two-particle scattering in the corners of this square. The exact
shape of the phase boundaries is not relevant but can be easily
found from (29).
With further increase of the interchannel interaction (26),
the regions of the two-particle instability start to overlap when
both the inequalities in (29) hold simultaneously, see Fig. 1(c).
This first happens in the center of the phase coexistence region,
where K11 = K22, which gives | cos γ | = 35 (i.e., s0 = 2516 ).
Thus a totally new situation might emerge [25] for | cos γ | > 35
where the cc phase is unstable against weak scattering, while
the ii phase is unstable against a weak link. This signals
the existence of a nontrivial attractive fixed point at some
intermediate value of the scattering strength. Again, the RG
flows in its vicinity depend on the impurity scattering strength.
The conductance of each channel in such a case is finite, but
smaller than the ideal value. It might be possible in such a case
to redefine the channels so that one of them would become fully
insulating while the other ideally conducting, as we illustrate
in Sec. V.
B. Scattering boundaries in two-channel LL
The elements of the Luttinger matrix that define the phase
stability conditions and thus the boundaries of all the phases are
implicitly dependent on the interchannel interaction strengths,
Vθ,ϕ , as well as on the particle velocities, v1,2, and the Luttinger
parameters, K1,2, in both the channels. Here we explicitly
derive this dependence.
The 2 × 2 Luttinger matrix K, which governs the stability
conditions (25), is defined via the interaction matrices, Vθ
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1
1
icii
ci
K11
cc/ii
0
cc
K224
4
3
(a)
1
1
cc/ii
icii
ci cc
0
K11
K22
4
3
25
16
4 25
(b)
0
icii
ci cc
1
K11
K222516
25
16
(c)
FIG. 1. Schematic phase diagrams. (a) Under condition (27), when the one-particle scattering is dominant for all K11 and K22, the cc and
ii phases are both stable with respect to one-particle scattering from a WS or a WL, respectively, in the square 1 < K11,K22 < s0. (b) With
the interchannel interaction increasing, the square of the cc–ii phase coexistence grows; however, for s0 > 43 , the cc (or ii) phase becomes
unstable with respect to two-particle scattering from a WS (or WL) in the lower (upper) corner of this square. (c) With further increase of K12,
at | cos γ | > 3/5, the two-particle scattering results in the appearance of the cross-hatched region on the phase diagram where both the ii and
cc phases are unstable.
and Vϕ , by (10). Now we will express K explicitly in terms
of matrix elements of Vθ,ϕ . In the two-channel case, these
matrices, which define the Lagrangian (4), are represented in
terms of the interchannel density-density and current-current
interaction strengths,Vϕ andVθ , the Luttinger parametersK1,2,
and renormalized velocities v1,2, in each channel as follows:
Vθ =
(
v1K
−1
1 Vθ
Vθ v2K
−1
2
)
, Vϕ =
(
v1K1 Vϕ
Vϕ v2K2
)
. (30)
Using the fact that the determinants of Vθ,ϕ are positive [21],
we represent them as
det Vθ = v1v2 cos
2 αθ
K1K2
, det Vϕ = v1v2K1K2 cos2 αϕ,
(31a)
where
sinαθ ≡
√
K1K2
v1v2
Vθ ≡
√
K1K2(˜g4 + g˜2),
(31b)
sinαϕ ≡ Vϕ√
K1K2
≡ g˜4 − g˜2√
K1K2
,
and g˜4,2 characterize interchannel interactions of the density
components of the same or opposite chirality. Substituting this
into (11), with A ≡ Vθ and B ≡ Vϕ , we arrive at the following
representation of the Luttinger matrix:
K = 1
B
⎛⎝ K1(β + ρ) √βK1K2 sin(αϕ−αθ )cosαθ√
βK1K2 sin(αϕ−αθ )
cosαθ
K2(1 + βρ)
⎞⎠
=
(
K1/Kc1 K12
K12 K2/Kc2
)
,
Kc1 ≡ Bβ+ρ ,
Kc2 ≡ B1+βρ ,
(32)
where B ≡ √1 + β2 + 2β cos(αϕ − αθ ), β ≡ v1/v2, and ρ ≡
cosαϕ/cosαθ .
To express the phase boundaries in Fig. 1 in these terms, we
note that κ ≡ det K = K1K2|ρ| as follows from (10) and (31).
On the other hand, κ = K11K22 sin2 γ . Therefore substituting
1/s0 ≡ sin2 γ = ρKc1Kc2 in (28), we find
K1 > Kc1
K2 > Kc2
(cc), K1 < 1/ρKc2
K2 < 1/ρKc1
(ii). (33)
Thus the phase diagram with allowance only for the one-
particle scattering looks on the K1–K2 plane exactly as that
in Fig. 1(a) with the straight boundaries being defined by the
inequalities (33).
However, such a picture is deceptively simple: both Kc1
and Kc2 nontrivially depend on the five parameters in (32) that
define the clean two-channel Luttinger liquid: the Luttinger
parameters in each channel themselves, the velocity ratio, and
the two interchannel interaction parameters. We illustrate such
a dependence by fixing the values of some of these parameters.
Choosing v1 = v2 ≡ v simplifies the expressions for the
boundaries: it follows from (32) that Kc ≡ Kc1 = Kc2 =
cosαθ/ cos
1
2 (αθ + αϕ) and 1/ρKc = cos 12 (αθ + αϕ)/ cos αϕ .
Specifying three different choices of the interchannel interac-
tion in (31) via g˜4,2, with Vθ,ϕ ≡ v(˜g4 ± g˜2), we arrive at three
examples in Fig. 2. Note that, although we have chosen β = 1
for illustrations, there is an important robust feature on these
phase diagram: for any β the yellow region, representing the
cc–ii phase coexistence, is always below the lines K1,2 = 1
for αθ > αϕ > 0 (a), or above these lines for αϕ > αθ > 0
(b), while the noninteracting point K1 = K2 = 1 is inside
these region when the signs of the interchannel interaction
parameters αθ,ϕ are opposite (c). We do not show in Fig. 2 the
boundaries of two-particle instability, which is analytically
obtained in Appendix B by substituting elements of matrix
K, (32), into condition (29).
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K1 
K2 
ic ii 
ci 
cc 
K1 
K2 
ic 
ii 
ci 
cc 
K2 
ic 
ii 
ci 
cc 
K1 
FIG. 2. Phase diagrams for β = 1 and different values of the interchannel interaction parameters: (a) g˜4 = g˜2 = 0.5 ; (b) g˜4 = −g˜2 = 0.5 ;
(c) g˜4 = 0; g˜2 = 0.6 . The blue curves on each graph show the boundary of the Wentzel-Bardeen instability region [21] while in the yellow
region both ii and cc phases are stable with respect to one-particle scattering. Here we assume that the condition of (27) is fulfilled, i.e., multiple
scattering is irrelevant.
C. Interchannel scattering
The inclusion of interchannel scattering caused by a local
impurity can be easily incorporated in our general scheme. Let
us stress that such a scattering is absent in the case when the
particles in the two channels are distinct as for the electron-
phonon LL or the fermion-boson mixtures. If we consider
a system of identical particles in two wires or in a single
wire but with an additional quantum number to distinguish
the channels (spin, for example), then interchannel scattering
might be essential. If the two channels of identical particles
are in a close contact, these processes might be critical even
without impurities and can generate gapped states [26]. Our
goal is to describe channels brought close to each other at
a single point, like a quantum point contact (QPC) acting
as a local “impurity.” The description of scattering processes
accompanied by hopping between the channels includes terms
that do not preserve the channel index. Let us consider the
simplest process: backscattering of a particle right-moving
in the first channel into a particle left-moving in the second
channel. The corresponding term is proportional to
ein
Tθ+imTφ, nT = (1,1), mT = (1, − 1). (34)
Since we are describing weak backscattering in the sys-
tem which is translationally invariant otherwise, the projec-
tors, (19), become Pi = 1 − Pc = 0. Then the correlations of
the fields θ are given by the Luttinger matrix K, while the
correlations of the fields ϕ, rather than their jumps as in (23a),
are given by the inverse of the Luttinger matrix, K−1. The
scaling dimension of this “cross-backscattering” process is
readily found to be

cross = 14[n
T K n + mT K−1 m]. (35)
This result is in line with the RG analysis of clean two-
leg fermion systems [27–29] although the authors restricted
their considerations only to the hybridization-induced forward
scattering since backscattering is forbidden in a translationally
invariant system. The advantage of our scheme is that we
can treat on equal footing all types of scattering in partially
transmitting configurations, which is essential in the case
when backscattering becomes RG-relevant. Naturally, a local
impurity cannot open a gap in a bulk spectrum unlike the
situation considered in Ref. [26]. We leave a proper analysis
of the impact of a local impurity on the gapped state in
multichannel system for future considerations.
V. WEAK SCATTERER AND WEAK LINK IN
TWO-CHANNEL TOPOLOGICAL INSULATORS
Now let us consider in more detail another example of
a two-channel LL: a 2D topological insulator supporting
two helical states at each edge [12,13]. We analyze whether
current-carrying edge states remain stable against potential
scattering as in (16). The time-reversal symmetry forbids
intraedge scattering, while a spin-conserving backscattering
between the edges is allowed. The scattering amplitude can
be regulated by a distance between the edge states and can be
locally increased when they approach each other, e.g., like in
QPC in a narrow Hall bar geometry [30]. Assuming that both
these channels are of the same physical nature so that K1 =
K2 ≡ K and β ≡ v1/v2 = 1, it is convenient to form the initial
channels from spin-up and spin-down electrons so that left-
and right-movers in each channel belong to the opposite edge.
The backscattering then becomes an intrachannel process
while the interchannel scattering is forbidden by time-reversal
symmetry.
With such a choice of the channels, the present case falls
within the generic analysis of the previous sections. The two-
channel Luttinger matrix (32) simplifies:
K = Ksgn
(
cos
αϕ−αθ
2
)
cosαθ
(
cos
αϕ+αθ
2 sin
αϕ−αθ
2
sin αϕ−αθ2 cos
αϕ+αθ
2
)
. (36)
Note that in this case, the mixed ci/ic phases are inevitably
unstable against one-particle scattering as the diagonal el-
ements of the Luttinger matrix above are equal to each
other thus violating the stability conditions for these phases
in (28).
It is reasonable to assume that only particles at the same
edge are interacting (apart from relatively short regions of
QPC where the interaction can be absorbed into the scattering
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FIG. 3. Helical edge currents in a topological insulator with QPC.
We relabel the channels so that the spin-up electrons at the opposite
edges form one channel and the spin-down electrons the other. In
this nomenclature, only a local intrachannel scattering is allowed at
the QPC since the interchannel one is forbidden by the time-reversal
symmetry. On the other hand, the interaction between the modes
of opposite helicity at each edge is translated into the interchannel
interaction while the intrachannel one is suppressed due to a spatial
separation between the modes belonging to the same channel.
coefficients). Then the interchannel interaction is always
between the particles of opposite chirality, g˜4 = 0, i.e., Vθ =
−Vϕ in (31) resulting in sinαϕ = − sinαθ/K2 so that the
Luttinger matrix (36) depends only on two parameters. In
the particular case of the channels in Fig. 3 built from the
interacting electrons, the intrachannel interaction contains only
a g4-proportional term resulting [31] in K = 1. In this case
from Vθ = −Vϕ follows αθ = −αϕ ≡ α so that (36) reduces
to
K = 1| cosα|
(
1 − sinα
− sinα 1
)
. (37)
Graphically, this state corresponds to the middle point, K1 =
K2 = 1, in the phase diagram (c) in Fig. 2, which lies in
the ii–cc phase coexistence region where both these phases
are stable with respect to one-particle scattering. There the
ultimate choice of the phase depends on the impurity scattering
strength. Thus, although the cc state is protected against weak
scattering, as has been noted earlier [13], no protection against
strong scattering exists.
Even such a limited “protection” fails with increasing
the interchannel interaction so that two-particle scattering
becomes relevant. This happens at | sinα|  35 after the
two instability regions meet at the center, K1 = K2 = 1, in
Fig. 1(c). To prove this, it is worth rewriting the RG exponents
for the ii and cc phases, (25), for the present case:

cc/ii =
n2↑ + n2↓ ∓ 2n↑n↓ sinα
| cosα| . (38)
For the two-particle scattering, |n↑| = |n↓| = 1, these ex-
ponents are smaller than 1 (making the phases unstable)
for | sinα| > 35 . Naturally, this condition is equivalent to
the general one, | cos γ | > 35 , Fig. 1(c), as it follows from
the definition of γ , (26), that cos γ = − sinα for the ma-
trix (37). Under this condition, there should exist, as described
earlier, an intermediate stable fixed point corresponding
to finite conductance of both the spin-up and spin-down
channels.
Such a finite conductance, however, usually signifies the
possibility of introducing composite channels, one continuous
(ideal conductance) and one split (no conductance). In the
present case, they correspond to the standard “charge-spin sep-
aration” choice of channels. Indeed, introducing nch = n↑ +
n↓ and nsp = n↑ − n↓ diagonalizes (38) for the RG exponents:

cc = 12 (Kchn2ch + Kspn2sp) and 
ii = 12 (K−1ch n2ch + K−1sp n2sp),
where Kch = K−1sp = (1 − sinα)/| cosα|. As nch + nsp must
be even, the lowest order scattering process is |nch| = |nsp| =
1, corresponding to the (RG irrelevant) one-particle scattering
in the “old” spin-up and spin-down channels. For such a
process 
cc = 
ii = 12 (Kch + K−1ch ) = 1/| cosα| > 1.
The lowest-order charge-only (|nch| = 2) or spin-only
(|nsp| = 2) scattering processes correspond to the two-particle
scattering in the “old” channels with n↑ = n↓ = ±1 or n↑ =
−n↓ = ±1, respectively. Thus, although both the cc and ii
phases are unstable with respect to the two-particle scattering
for | sinα| > 35 , the instability reveals itself in different ways
depending on the sign of α. For the repulsive interchannel in-
teraction (α > 0), the charge channel becomes insulating while
the spin one remains ideally conducting, while for the attractive
interaction (α < 0) the roles of the charge and spin channels are
inverted. For the weak or intermediate interchannel interaction,
| sinα| < 35 , both new channels remain conducting so that both
cc and ii phases remain stable, corresponding to the existence
of an unstable fixed point with RG flows depending on the
scattering strength.
Any two-channel LL with the intrachannel interaction
and interchannel scattering suppressed fits into the scenario
described in this section. In particular, it reproduces the
earlier result [12] on a corner junction between the edge
currents in topological insulators. Let us also repeat that the
idea of “interaction-protected” transport verified for weak
scattering [13] needs analysis also for strong scattering
(weak links). The results of this section show that for any
intralevel interaction the edge currents are only stable against
weak scattering, while allowing for two-particle scattering
in the presence of a sufficiently strong intralevel interaction
completely suppresses the edge currents.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed a powerful approach to deal with a local
impurity in multichannel Luttinger liquids. We have identified
the Luttinger matrix, (9), (10), and (32), that controls scaling
dimensions of all perturbations in all possible phases. Thus
we have obtained the phase diagram for a generic two-channel
Luttinger liquid, Fig. 1, that in certain parametric regions
is governed by multiple scattering from the impurity [18].
We have constructed the phase boundaries that depend on
the strength of interchannel interaction as well as on the
intrachannel LL characteristics, Fig. 2. The presented approach
is applicable to channels of different nature as in fermion-
boson mixtures, or to identical ones as on the opposite edges
of a topological insulator. In the future, we will extend it to
particular interesting cases of a multichannel LL.
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APPENDIX A: SCALING DIMENSIONS
As the Lagrangian in terms of the fields θ˜ and ϕ˜, (12)
and (13), is diagonal, the correlation functions are standard.
Incorporating the boundary conditions, Eq. (20), results [11]
in the θ˜–θ˜ and ϕ˜–ϕ˜ correlations of (22), and the following
antisymmetric correlations of θ˜ and ϕ˜:
−〈
ϕ˜(t) ⊗ 2˜θT(t ′)〉 = 〈2˜θ (t) ⊗ 
ϕ˜T(t ′)〉 = (R˜ − T˜)
(A1)
with  ≡ ln(t − t ′). This results after rotation of (8) in the
correlations of the original fields θ and ϕ given in (23) and
their cross-correlation given below:
〈θ (t) ⊗ 
ϕT(t ′)〉 = K
1 + K, (A2)
〈
ϕ ⊗ θ (t)T(t ′)〉 = − K
1 + K. (A3)
The above structure guarantees that the cross-correlations will
not affect correlation functions of linear combinations of the
type a · θ + b·
ϕ, and thus will not enter the RG dimensions
calculated below.
In the physical limit described after (15), the boundary
conditions for θ are relevant in continuous channels and for ϕ
in split channels. To take the limit, we relabel the channels so
that the first n are continuous and the rest N − n are split. In
such a basis, the Luttinger matrix and its inverse can be written
as
K =
(Kcc Kci
Kic Kii
)
, K−1 =
(
Kcc Kci
Kic Kii
)
(A4)
while  ≡ diag(ˆξc, ˆξi), where in the physical limit all the
elements of the diagonal n × n matrix ˆξc go to zero, and
all the elements of the diagonal (N − n) × (N − n) matrix
ˆξi to infinity. Obviously, Kcc = K−1cc , as the elements of the
former matrix depend on all the elements of matrix K. In these
notations, one finds that
lim
ξ
[K−1 + ]−1 =
(
K −1cc 0
0 0
)
,
lim
ξ
[K + −1]−1 =
(
0 0
0 K−1ii
)
. (A5)
Thus, in terms of the relabeled channels, the right-hand sides
of (23a) and (23b) go over to K −1cc  and K−1ii , respectively.
Using the relabeled channels, we rewrite the Lagrangian
density of (16) as
Lsc =
∑
n
vn e
in· + c.c.,  =
(
2θ

ϕ
)
, n =
(
nc
ni
)
,
(A6)
where nc and ni are integer-valued vectors belonging to the c
and i subspaces, respectively, that describe the multiplicity of
backscattering in the former and of tunneling in the latter. The
correlation function of fields  has no contributions from the
off-diagonal correlation of (A2) and is obtained from (23) in
the limit (A5) as follows:
1
2
〈(t) ⊗T(t ′)〉 =
(
K −1cc 0
0 K−1ii
)
=
(
Kcc 0
0 Kii
)−1
.
(A7)
Therefore the scaling dimension of each term in La-
grangian (A6) can be written as
dim
[
vn e
inT
] = nT( ¯Kcc 00 Kii
)−1
n. (A8)
Now we use the projector operators of (19) to restore the
original numbering of the channels, which gives
Kcc → Pc K−1 Pc, Kii → Pi K Pi. (A9)
Combining this with (A8) results in (24) in the main text.
APPENDIX B: THE SHORTEST VECTOR PROBLEM
Finding the minimum of a quadratic form built on integer-
valued vectors is equivalent to finding the shortest vector
connecting nodes on a lattice. Although this problem in
its completeness is known to be computationally hard [23],
determining the sufficient condition for the shortest vector to
be not an elementary lattice vector is straightforward. This is all
we need to define the parametric region in which one-particle
scattering is not necessarily RG-dominant.
The elements of the 2 × 2 Luttinger matrix K in the Gram
representation are written as {Kij } = gi · gj , where |gi | =√
Kii , while the angle γ = ĝ1 g2 is given by (26). Then one
has to find the minimum of |G|2 where G = n1 g1 + n2 g2, i.e.,
the minimal distance between two nodes on a two-dimensional
lattice spanned by the basis vectors g1,2. For a rectangular
lattice (cos γ = 0), the solution is the shortest lattice spacing,
corresponding to n1 = 0 , n2 = ±1 (assuming g1 > g2).
On decreasing the lattice angle γ with g1  g2 being
constant, the horizontal lattice chains become closer as
illustrated in Fig. 4. We draw there the circles of radius g2
centered at the lattice nodes on the low horizontal chain (with
y = 0). Measuring all lengths in units of g2, the y coordinate
of the upper boundary of these circles can be written as
g1
10 n x/g2
y
FIG. 4. The SVP illustration. With γ decreasing, the nearest
horizontal chains of the lattice become closer. At some critical angle,
the upper chain crosses the boundary made by circles of radius g2
around each node of the lower chain. Then the shortest distance
between the nodes of the upper and lower chains is less than the
length of the shortest basis vector g2.
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y =
√
1 − {R cos γ }2, where R ≡ g1/g2  1 and {A} is the
distance of A to the closest integer n (so that − 12  {A}  12 ).
When the end of basis vector g1 touches this boundary, the
distance between the zeroth node of the upper and the nth
node of the lower chains equals g2 and becomes smaller with
decreasing γ—this is where the n-particle scattering becomes
more RG-relevant than the one-particle scattering. As the x
coordinate of g1 equals R sin γ , the condition for this not to
happen for any n is
R2 sin2 γ + {R cos γ }2 > 1. (B1)
Since R ≡ g1/g2  1 and {R cos γ }2  14 , the inequality is
satisfied for any R when cos γ < 12 . When the inequality
fails, the multiplicity n of the scattering process, which is
more RG relevant than the one-particle scattering, is given
by n = [R cos γ ] + 1, where [A] is an integer closest to A.
Thus, depending on the ratio R, it could be arbitrary large.
For the important case of R = 1 (considered in Sec. V),
it is the physically relevant [18] two-particle scattering that
becomes more RG relevant than the one-particle scattering for
cos γ < 12 .
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